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Some compact logics

Results in ZFC

By ALAN H. MEKLER and SAHARON SHELAH*

Dedicated to the memoryof Alan by his friend,Saharont

1. Preliminaries
While first-order
logichas manyniceproperties,it lacksexpressivepower.
On the otherhand, second-orderlogic is so strongthat it fails to have nice
model-theoretic
propertiessuch as compactness. It is desirableto findnatural logicswhichare strongerthan first-order
logic,but whichstill satisfythe
theorem.
compactness
Particularlyattractiveare thoselogicsthat allow quantificationover natural algebraicobjects. One of the most natural choices is
to quantifyoverautomorphisms
of a structure(or isomorphisms
betweensubstructures).Generallycompactnessfailsbadly [16],but ifwe restrictourselves
to certainconcreteclasses,thenwe maybe able to retaincompactness.In this
articlewe will show that if we enrichfirst-order
logic by allowingquantification over isomorphismsbetweendefinableorderedfields,the resultinglogic,
L(Qof), is fullycompact. In this logic we can give standard compactness
proofsof various results. For example, to prove that thereexist arbitrarily
large, rigid,real closed fields,fix a cardinal n and formthe L(Qof) theory
in the language of orderedfieldstogetherwith K constants,whichsays that
the constantsare pairwisedistinctand the fieldis a real closed field,whichis
rigid. (To say the fieldis rigidwe use the expressivepowerof L(Qof) to say
that any automorphismis the identity.)This theoryis consistent,as the reals
can be expanded to forma model of any finitesubset of the theory. But a
model of the theorymust have cardinalityat least K. (Since we do not have
the downwardL6wenheim-Skolemtheorem,we cannot assert that thereis a
model of cardinality K.)

*Researchof the firstauthorwas supportedby N.S.E.R.C. Researchof the second authorwas supported by the B.S.F. (Publ. #375). The resultsin this articlewere obtained while the firstauthor was
visitingthe Hebrew Universityin Jerusalem. He wished to thank the Instituteof Mathematicsforits
hospitality.
tThe Annals editorsweresaddened to learnof the death of ProfessorMekleron June 10, 1992.
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In [10] and [8] the compactnessof two interestinglogics is established
under certainset-theoretichypotheses. The logics are those obtained from
first-order
logicbytheadditionofquantifiers,
whichrangeoverautomorphisms
eitherof definableBoolean algebrasor of definableorderedfields.Instead of
dealing with the weakerversionof automorphisms,one can also deal with
a quantifierthat says that two Boolean algebras are isomorphicor that two
orderedfieldsare isomorphic. The key step in provingthese resultslies in
theorems(by definablewe shall mean definablewith
establishingthe following
parameters).
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that A is a regularcardinaland both0(A) and
a({a < A+: cf x = A}) hold. If T is any consistenttheoryand ITI < A, then
thereis a modelM of T of cardinalityA+ withthefollowingproperties:
(i) If B is a Boolean algebradefinablein M, theneveryautomorphism
of
B is definable.
(ii) M is A-saturated.
(iii) Every nonalgebraictypeof cardinality< A is realizedin M by A+
elements.
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose thatA is a regularcardinaland both0(A) and

0({fa < A+: cfa= A}) hold. If T is any consistenttheoryand ITI < A, then
thereis a modelM of T of cardinalityA+ withthefollowingproperties:
(i) If F is an orderedfielddefinablein M, theneveryautomorphism
of F
between
ordered
is
is definableand everyisomorphism
definable
fields definable.
(ii) M is A-saturated.
(iii) Every nonalgebraictypeof cardinality< A is realizedin M by A+
elements.
(iv) Every definabledense linear orderis not the union of A nowheredense sets.
These theoremsare proved in [10] (Theorem 1.1 is proved fromGCH,
the generalizedcontinuumhypothesis,in [10],?9), althoughthere is not an
explicitstatementof them there. In orderto show the desiredcompactness
results(fromthe assumptionthat thereare unboundedlymanycardinalsA as
in the theoremstatements)it is enoughto use parts (i). Howeverin our work
on Boolean algebras we will need the more exact information
above. Notice
howthe compactnessof the variouslanguagesfollowsfromtheseresults.Since
the idea is the same in all cases, just considerthe case of Boolean algebras.
Firstwe willdescribethe logicL(QBa). We add second-order
variables(to
range over automorphismsof Boolean algebras) and a quantifierQBa, whose
is that thereis an automorphismof the Boolean algeintendedinterpretation
if E)(f ), 0 (x), V (x, y),p(x, y) are formulas(where f is a
bra. More formally,
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variablesand the formulasmay
second-ordervariable,x and y are first-order
have othervariables),then
QBaff ((X)

v4(X,

y))eE(f)

is a formula.In a model M the tuple (0(x), +)(x,y)) definesa Boolean algebra
(whereparametersfromM replacethe hiddenfreevariablesof 0(x), Vb(x,y)) if
() x, y) definesa partialorder < on B = {a c M: M t q [a]} so that (B; <) is
a Boolean algebra. A model M satisfiesthe formulaQBaf(q(X),4 V(x,y))E(f)
(where parametersfromM have been substitutedforthe freevariables) if
whenever(+(x), +)(x,y)) definesa Boolean algebra (B; <), thereis an automorphismf of (B; <) suchthatM t EI(f). (It is easy to extendthetreatment
to look at Boolean algebrasthat are definableon equivalenceclasses, but we
will avoid the extra complication.)We can give a morecolloquial description
of QBa is that "QBaf (B) ... ."
of the quantifier
QBa by sayingtheinterpretation
holds if there is an automorphism of the Boolean algebra B so that ....

We

will describesome of the otherlogicswe deal within this looser manner.For
example,we will want to considerthe quantifierQof, whereQOff (Fi, F22) ...
holds if thereis an isomorphismf fromthe orderedfieldF1 to the ordered
field F2 such that ....

The proofof compactnessforL(QBa) followseasily fromTheorem 1.1.
By expandingthe language,1we can assume that thereis a ternaryrelation
definablefunctionis
R(*, *, *) so that the theorysays that any first-order
definableby R and one parameter. By the ordinarycompactnesstheorem,
if we are givena consistenttheoryin this logic,then thereis a model of the
theory,whereall the sentencesof the theoryhold ifwe replaceautomorphisms
of Q1a, since quantification
in the interpretation
by definableautomorphisms
quantification.
over definableautomorphismscan be replaced by first-order
equivalentto
Then we can apply the theoremto get a new model elementarily
the one givenby the compactnesstheoremin whichdefinableautomorphisms
and automorphismsare the same.
In what followswe will make two assumptionsabout all of our theories.
Firstwe will assume that all definablepartial functionsare in factdefinedby
a fixedformula(by varyingthe parameters). Second we will always assume
that the languageis countable,except forthe constantsymbols.
In thisarticlewe willattemptto get compactnessresultswithoutrecourse
set theory.We will
to 0, i.e., all our resultswill be in ZFC, Zermelo-Fraenkel
1Moreexactly,foreverymodel M, definea model M* with universeM U {f: f a partial function
fromIMI to JMJ}withthe relationsof M and the unarypredicateP, pM' = IM, and the ternarypredicate
T to T' andconsider
transform
a theory
R, R = {(f, a, b): f C MM, a c M, b = f(a)}. We shallsimilarly
automorphisms
onlyof structuresC P.
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get the fullresultforthe language, wherewe quantifyover automorphisms
(isomorphisms)of orderedfieldsin Theorem 6.4. Unfortunately
we are not
able to show that the language with quantificationover automorphismsof
Boolean algebras is compact, but will have to settle for a close relativeof
that logic. This is Theorem 5.1. In Section 4 we prove that models can
be constructedin whichall relevantautomorphismsare somewhatdefinable:
Theorem4.1, Lemma 4.8 forBoolean algebras(BA), Theorem4.13 forordered
fields.
The reader may wonderwhy these resultsare being provednow, about
10 years afterthe results that preceded them. The key technicalinnovation that has made these resultspossible is the discoveryof O-likeprinciples
whichare true in ZFC. These principles,whichgo under the commonname
of the Black Box, allow one to prove,with greatereffort,many of the results that werepreviouslyknownto followfromK (see the discussionin [15]
formore details). There have been previousapplicationsof the Black Box
to abelian groups,modules and BA's-often buildingobjects with specified
endomorphism
rings.This applicationgoes deeperboth in the sense that the
proofis moreinvolvedand the resultis moresurprising.The investigationis

in [12],[131.
continued

In thisarticlewe will also give a new proofof the compactnessof another
logic-the one that is obtainedwhen a quantifierQBrchis added to first-order
willbe givenlater) has an infinite
logic,whichsays that a leveltree(definitions
branch. This logic was previouslyshownto be compact-in fact it was the
firstlogicshownin ZFC to be compactthatis strongerthanfirst-order
logicon
countablestructures-butour proofwillyielda somewhatstrongerresultand
providea nice illustrationof one of our methods. (The firstlogicstrongerthan
first-order
logicshownto be compactwas thelogicwhichexpressesthata linear
order has cofinalitygreater than wi; cf. [11].) This logic, L(QBrch), has been

used by Fuchs and Shelah [3] to provethe existenceof nonstandarduniserial
modules over (some) valuationdomains. The proofuses the compactnessof
the tree logic to transferresultsprovedusingK to ZFC results.Eklof [2] has
givenan explicitversionof this transfermethodand was able to show that it
settlesotherquestionsthat had been raised. (Osofsky[6],[7] has foundZFC
constructionsthat avoid usingthe model theory.)
Theorems3.1 and 3.2 containparallel resultsforBA's and fields. They
assert the existenceof a theory(of sets) T1 such that, in each model M1 of
T1, P(M1) is a model M of the first-order
theoryT; henceforeveryBA (resp.
field)definedin M, everyautomorphismof the BA (resp. field) that is definablein M1 is definablein M. Moreovereach such M1 has an elementary
extension,one of whose elementsis a pseudofiniteset a with the universeof
M1 containedin a and witht(a/Mi) definableoverthe emptyset. This result
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dependson the earlierproofof our main resultassumingK and absoluteness.
Theorem4.1 uses the Black Box to constructa model t: of T1. We show that
forany automorphismf of a Boolean algebra B = P(Q) thereis a pseudofiniteset c such that, forany atom b E B, f (b) is definablefromb and c.
Theorem4.13 is an analogous but strongerresultforfieldsshowingthat, for
any b, f (b) is definablefromb and c. In Lemma 4.7 we extendthis pointwise
definability
by constructinga pseudofinitepartitionof atoms of the Boolean
algebra (resp. the elementsof the field)such that f is definableon each member of the partition. In Theorem5.1 forBoolean algebras and Theorem6.4
forfields,this local definability
is extendedto global definability.
1.1. Outline of proof. We want to build a model A of a consistent
L(Qof) theoryT, which has only definableisomorphismsbetweendefinable
orderedfields.By the ordinarycompactnesstheorem,thereis a nonstandard
modelQ: of an expansionof a weak set theory(say,ZFC-), whichsatisfiesthat
thereis a model A1 ofT. So A1 wouldbe a modelof T if the interpretation
of
the quantifierQof weretaken to range over isomorphismsinternalto Ct.We
can arrangethat A1 will be the domain of a unarypredicateP. Then our
goal is to build our nonstandardmodel Q: of a weak set theoryin such a way
that everyexternalisomorphismbetweendefinableorderedsubfieldsof P(tD)
is internal,i.e., definablein t.
witha predictionprinciple,
The construction
of t: is a typicalconstruction
in this case the Black Box, wherewe kill isomorphisms
that are not pointwise
definableovera set,whichis internallyfinite(or, synonymously,
pseudofinite).
A predictedisomorphismis killedby adding an elementthat has no suitable
candidateforits image. One commonproblemthat is facedin such constructions is the question "How do we ensure that no possible image of such an
elementexists?" To do this we need to omit some types of elements. Much
is knownabout omittinga type of size A in models of powerA and even A+.
But if,say,2A > A++, we cannot omit a dense set of typesof powerA. Without instancesof GCH we are thus reducedto omittingsmall types,whichis
muchharder. To omit the small typeswe will use techniquesthat originated
in "ClassificationTheory". In the construction
we will see forsome cardinal0
that the typeof any elementdoes not split overa set of cardinalityless than
0 (see also precisedefinitions
below). This is analogousto sayingthe model is
0-stable(of coursewe are workingin a verynonstablecontext). The element
we add will have the propertythat its image (if one existed) would split over
everyset of cardinality< 0.
to definability.
The finalproblemis to go frompointwisedefinability
The
firstingredientis a generalfactabout 1A0-saturated
models of set theory.We
will showforany isomorphismf that thereare a large (internal)set A and a
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sequenceof one-to-onefunctions(fi: i < k*), whichcover f [ A
pseudofinite
in the sense that foreverya E A thereis an i so that fi(a) = f (a). Usingthis
sequence of functionswe can then define f on a large subset of A. Finally,
to the entireorderedfield.
usingthe algebraicstructureextendsthe definition
In orderto have
principle:
following
use
the
In thisarticlewe willneed to
the cleanestpossiblestatementof our results(and to conformto the notation
in [15]) we willstate our resultsusingslightlynonstandardnotation.To obtain
the structureHX(A) we firstbegin with a set of orderedurelementsof order
typeA and thenformthe least set containingeach urelementand closed under
formationof sets of size less than X. When we referto HX(A), by A we will
mean the urelementsand not the ordinals. In practicewe believe that, given
the context,therewill be no confusion.
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose thatA = It+ It = no = 2K, X is a regularcardinal, s; is a stronglimit cardinal,0 < X < a, s; > cfri = 0 > No and
S C {E < A: cf6 = 0} is stationary.Let p be some cardinalgreaterthan A.
Then thereare W = {(M a, a): a < a(*)} (actuallya sequence),2a function

a(*) -- S and (C6: 6 E S) such that:
(al) Ma = (Ma: i < 0) is an increasingcontinuouselementarychain,
each My is a modelbelongingto HX(A) (and so necessarilyhas cardinalityless
thanX), Mia n X is an ordinal,ri E OAis increasingwithlimit((a) c S, for
i < 0, ia [ i E M+1, MyaE HX(qa (i)) and (Mj: j < i) E Ma+1
(a2) For any set X C A thereis an a so thatMa -AnMa (H(p), E, <,X),
where< is a well orderingof H(p) and M =A N means that(M, a)aEA and
equivalent.
(N, a)aEA are elementarily
(bO) If a =, /3,then ib #r.
(bl) If {ri [ i: i < 0} C M: and a #,/3, then((a) < ((/3).
(b2) If ia [ (j + 1) E MO, thenM, E MO.
(c2) C = (C6: 6 E S) is such that each C6 is a club subset of 6 of the
ordertype0.
(c3) Let C6 = {fy6,i: i < 0} be an increasing enumeration. For each
a < a(*) thereis ((yjiv Yo+): i < G) such thatYi E Mi'1, Ma+1n A C +y
tY~a),i <-tYo;i<rji < tYC(a4i?1; and if ((a) = C((3) and a 7&/3,thenfor every
for all i, the
n [yb, +j) = 0. Furthermore,
large enoughi < 0, [Yr,-Yo+j)
sequence(yj: j < i) is in Ma+1.
This principle,which is one of the Black Box principles,is a formof
O. which is a theorem of ZFC. This particular principle is proved in
[15],111,6.13(2).The numberinghere is chosento correspondwith the numberingthere. Roughlyspeaking,clauses (al) and (a2) say that there is a
2Inourcase,a(*) = A is fine.
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familyof elementarysubstructures,
whichpredicteverysubset of A as it sits
in H(A). (We will freelytalk about a countableelementarysubstructurepredictingisomorphismsand the like.) The existenceof such a familywould be
trivialif we allowed all elementarysubstructuresof cardinalityless than X.
The restof the clauses say that the structuresare sufficiently
disjointthat we
can use the information
theyprovidewithout(too much) conflict.
The readerwho wants to followthe main line of the argumentswithout
gettinginvolved(initially)in the complexitiesof the Black Box can substitute
O(A) forthe Black Box. Our proofof the compactnessof L(Qof) does not
depend on Theorem 1.2, so even this simplification
gives a new proofof the
consistencyof the compactnessofL(Qof). Our workon Boolean algebrasdoes
requireTheorem1.1.
2. Nonsplitting extensions
In this section0 will be a fixedregularcardinal. Our treatmentis selfcontained,but the readercan look at [14],I, ?2,pp. 9-17, VII, ?4,pp. 426-431,
formoredetails.
Definition.If M is a model and X, Y. Z C M, then X/Y does not split
over Z if and onlyif,foreveryfinited C Y, the typeof X overd (denotedby
eithertp(X/d) or X/d) depends onlyon the typeof d overZ.
We will use two constructionsto guaranteethat typeswill not split over
small sets. The firstis obvious by definition.(The type of A/B is definable
over C if forany tuple a E A and formula+(x, y) thereis a formula0b(y)with
parametersfromC so that,forany b, q(a4,b) if and onlyifOM(b).)The second
is by averagingan ultrafilter.
PROPOSITION 2.1. If X/Y is definableover Z, thenX/Y does not split

overZ.

Definition.Suppose that M is a model and X, Y C M. Let D be an
ultrafilter
on XI. Then the Av(X, D, Y) (read the (D)-average typethat X'
realizes over Y) is the type p over Y definedby the following:fory C Y.
q(-, y-)e p if and onlyif {x e X': q(, y) holds} E D. We will omitY if it is
clear fromthe context.Similarlywe will omit a and the "bar" forsingletons,
i.e., the case wherea = 1.
The followingtwo propositionsare clear fromthe definitions
above.
PROPOSITION 2.2. If a realizes Av(X, D, Y), then a-/Y does not split
overX. Also, if thereis Z such thatforb E X thetypeof b/Y does not split
overZ, thenAv(X, D, Y) does not split overZ.
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PROPOSITION 2.3. (i) Suppose thatA/B does not split over D, B C C
and C/B U A does not splitoverD U A. Then A U C/B does not splitoverD.
(ii) Suppose that(Ai: i < 6) is an increasingchain and, for all i, AI/B
does not splitoverC. Then Uif< Ai/B does not splitoverC.
(iii) X/Y does not splitoverZ if and onlyif X/ dcl(Y U Z) does not split
overZ. Here dcl(Y U Z) denotesthe definableclosureofY U Z.
(iv) If X/Y does not split over Z and Z C W, thenX/Y does not split
overW.

Definition.Suppose that M1 -< M2 are models. DefineM1 A-< M2 if for
everyX C M2 of cardinalityless than 0 thereis Y C M1 of cardinalityless
than 9 so that X/Mi does not splitoverY. (If 9 is regular,thenwe onlyneed
to considerthe case whereX is finite.)
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that 9 is a regularcardinal (neededfor (2)

only) and that all modelsare models-of some fixedtheorywithSkolemfunctions (althoughthisis neededfor (3) only).
(1) -A is transitive and, for all M, M -A M.

(2) If (Mi: i

<

6) is a -<(-increasingchain, then,for all i, Mi -H

Ui<6Mi.

(3) Suppose thatM2 is generatedbyM1 U N2 and N1 = M1 n N2. (Recall
the Skolemfunctions.) If IN1] < 9 and N2/M1 does not split over N1, then

M1 -A M2

An immediateconsequenceof thesepropositionsis the followingproposition:
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that M -<t N.

modelM1 such thatN -< M1 and M -<f M1.

Then there is a 9-saturated

Proof. By the propositionsit is enough to show that, given a set X of
cardinality< 9 and a typep overX, we can finda realizationa of that typeso
that a/N does not split overX. Since we have Skolemfunctions,everyfinite
subset of p is realized by an element,whose type over N does not split over
X, namelyan elementof the Skolemhull of X. We can thus take a to realize
D
an averagetype of theseelements.
3. Building new theories
The modelswe willeventuallybuildwillbe particularnonstandardmodels
of an enrichedversionof ZFC-. (Recall that ZFC- is ZFC withoutthe power
set axiom and is truein the sets of hereditarycardinality< K forany regular
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uncountablecardinal r,.) The followingtwo theoremsstate that appropriate
theoriesexist.
THEOREM 3.1. SupposethatT is a theoryin a languagethatis countable,

exceptfor constantsymbols.SupposefurtherthatPo is a unarypredicateso
that,in everymodelM of T, everydefinableautomorphismof a definable
atomic Boolean algebraC PRM is definableby a fixedformula(togetherwith
some parameters). Then thereis T1, an expansionof ZFC- in a languagethat
is countable,exceptfor constantsymbolswitha unarypredicatePo, so thatif
M1 is a modelof T1, thenPO(M1) is a modelM of T (when restrictedto the
rightvocabulary).The followingare thensatisfiedto be truein Ml:
(i) Any automorphism
of a definable(in M) atomicBoolean algebracontainedin Po(M), whichis definablein M1, is definablein M.
(ii) M1 (whichis a modelof ZFC-) satisfies,for some regularcardinal/u
and everynonalgebraictype(in
(of M1), IMI = ,u+, whereM is u-nsaturated
the languageof M) of cardinality< /uis realizedin M by,u+ elementsofM.
(iii) M E M1.
(iv) M1 satisfiestheseparationschemefor all formulas(not just thoseof
the languageof set theory).
(v) M1 has Skolemfunctions.
(vi) For any M1 thereis an elementaryextensionN1 so thattheuniverse
set (i.e., one whichis finitein N1),
of M1 is containedin N1 in a pseudofinite
whosetypeover the universeof M1 is definableover the emptyset.
Proof. We firstconsidera special case. Suppose that thereis a cardinal
the hypothesesof Theorem1.1
A greaterthan the cardinalityof T satisfying
(i.e., both 4(A) and O({oa < A+: cfa = A}) hold). Then we could choose
K, a regularcardinal greaterthan A+. Our model M1 will be taken to be a
of the unarypredicatePo
suitableexpansionof H(K), wherethe interpretation
=
is the model M guaranteedby Theorem 1.1 and [i A, ii+ = A+. Since any
formulain the enrichedlanguageis equivalentin M1 to a formulaof set theory
togetherwith parametersfromM1, our model M1 will also satisfycondition
(iv).

What remainsis to ensure clause (v) and that appropriateelementary
extensionsalways exist, i.e., clause (vi). To achieve this we will expand the
languageby inductionon n. Let Lo be the languageconsistingof the language
of T, {P} and Skolem functions,and let M1?be any expansion by Skolem
functionsof the structureon H(K) describedabove. Fix an index set I and
an ultrafilter
D on I so that thereis an a E H(r,)I/D such that H(,)I/D k
"a is finite"and, forall b e H(ri), H(r)I)/D F b E a. Let N1?= M1O'/D.
Then foreveryformulaq(y, x1,... , xn) of Lo that does not involveconstants,add a new n-aryrelationRk. Let L0.5 be the language containingall
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the R?k.Let MO.5be the LO.5structurewithuniverseH(n) obtainedby letting,
forall b1,... , b, M105 = R [b1,.. . , bn]if and only if N1? I /[a,bi,.. .., b]. Let
L1 be an extensionof Lo.5 by Skolemfunctionsand let Ml be an expansion
of M105 also by Skolemfunctions.Condition(iv) stillholds as it holds forany
expansionof (H(r,),e). We now let N1 = M1I/D and continueas before.
Let L = Un<wLn and M1 = Un<,,Ml (i.e., the least commonexpansion;
the universestaysthe same). Let T1 be the theoryof M1. As we have already
argued,T1 has properties(i)-(iv). It remainsto see that any model of T1 has
the desiredextensionproperty.First we considerM1 and let N1 = M11/D.
Then the type of a over M1 is definableover the emptyset by means of the
relationsR?, whichwe have added. Since T1 has Skolemfunctions,forany
model A1 of T1 therewill be an extensionB1 of A1 generatedby A1 and an
elementrealizingthe definabletypeoverA1.
In the generalcase, wherewe may not have the necessaryhypothesesof
Theorem1.1, we can forcewitha notionof forcingthat adds no new subsets
the hypothesesof Theorem1.1 (alternatelywe
of ITJto get some A satisfying
can use L[A], whereA is a large enough set of ordinals). Since the desired
theorywill exist in an extension,it already must (as it can be coded by a
subset of ITI) exist in the groundmodel.
O
models of set theory.These
Later on we will be jugglingmanydifferent
the
the
Box
the
include
ones givenby
Black
and
nonstandardones, whichare
models of T1. When we want to referto notionsin models of T1, we will use
wordslike "pseudofinite"to referto sets that are satisfiedto be finitein the
model of T1.
In the same way we provedthe last theoremwe can show the following
theorem:
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose thatT is a theoryin a languagethathas a unary
predicatePo and is countable,exceptfor constantsymbols,so that in every
modelM of T, everydefinableisomorphismbetweendefinableorderedfieldsC
PoM is definableby a fixedformula(togetherwithsome parameters). Then
thereis T1, an expansionof ZFC- in a languagethatis countable,exceptfor
constantsymbolswitha unarypredicatePo, so thatif M1 is a model of T1,
thenPo(M1) is a modelM of T. The followingare thensatisfiedto be true
in M1:
(i) Any isomorphismof definable(in M) orderedfieldscontainedin Po,
whichis definablein M1, is definablein M.
(ii) M E M1.
(iii) M1 satisfiestheseparationschemefor all formulas(not just thoseof
the languageof set theory).
(iv) M1 has Skolemfunctions.
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(v) For any M1 thereis an elementaryextensionN1 so thattheuniverse
of M1 is containedin N1 in a pseudofinite
set (i.e., one whichis finitein Ni),
whosetypeover the universeof M1 is definableover the emptyset.
Since we have no internalsaturationconditions,this theoremcan be
provedwithoutrecourseto Theorem 1.2 (see the next sectionforan example
of a similarconstruction).
3.1. A digression.The methodof expandingthe language to get extensions, whichrealize a definabletype, is quite powerfulin itself. We can use
the methodto give a new proofof the compactnessof a logic that extends
first-order
logicand is strongereven forcountablestructures.This subsection
is not needed in the restof the paper.
LEMMA3.3. Suppose thatN is a model. Then thereis a consistentexpansion of N to a modelof a theoryT1 withSkolemfunctionsso thatfor every
modelM of T1 thereis an a so that a/M is definableover the emptyset.
And in M(a) (the modelgeneratedbyM and {a}), for everydefinabledirected
partial ordering< of M withoutthe last elementthereis an elementgreater
the cardinalityof
than any elementof M in the domain of <. Furthermore
thelanguageof T1 is no greaterthan thatof N plus No.
D so that forevery
Proof. Fix a model N. Choose r, and an ultrafilter
directedpartialordering< of N withoutthe last elementthereis an element
of NK/D that is greaterthan everyelementof N (e.g., let r, = IN] and D
be any regularultrafilter
on K). Fix an elementa E NK/D \ N. Abusing
the elementa. The
notation,we will let a: K -> N be a functionrepresenting
new language is definedby inductionon w. Let N = No. There are three
tasks,and so we will dividethe constructionof Nn+l into threecases.
If n 0 mod 3, expand Nn to Nn+l by adding Skolemfunctions.
If n_ 1 mod 3, add a k-aryrelationRo foreveryformulaof arityk + 1
and let Ro(bo,..., bk-1)hold if and onlyif 0(bo,..., bk-1,a) holds in Nn'I/D.
If n _ 2 mod 3, we ensurethat thereis an upperbound to everydefinable
directedpartialorderwithouta last elementin Nn. For each k+ 2-aryformula
q(xo ... ., Xk1 , y,z) we will add a k + 1-aryfunctionfq so that forall b, if
/(b,y,z) definesa directedpartial orderwithouta last element,then fq(b,a)
is greaterin that partial orderthan any elementof N. Notice that thereis
somethingto do here,sincewe mustdefinefq on N and thenextendto NK/D
usingthe ultraproduct.For each such b choose a functionc: K -N N so that
c/D is an upper bound (in the partial order) to all the elementsof N. Now
choose fq so that fp(b,a(i)) = c(i). Let T1 be the theoryof the expanded
model.
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Suppose now that M is a model of T1. The type we want is the typep
defined by 0 (cl,

.. . , ck1,

x) E p if and only if M l= RO(cl,

..

, ca).

El

In the processof buildingthe new theory,we made some choicesof lanforall models. We will in
guage. But these choices can be made uniformly
the sequel assume that such a uniformchoicehas been made.
Fromthis lemma we can provea strongerversionof a theoremfromt9],
which says that the language allowingquantificationover branchesof level
trees is compact. A treeis a partial orderin whichthe predecessorsof any
elementare totallyordered.A leveltreeis a treetogetherwitha rankingfunctionto a directedset. More exactlya leveltreeis a model (A: U, V,<1, <2, R),
where
(1) A is the unionof U and V;
(2) <1 is a partialorderof U such that,foreveryu E U, {y E U: y <1 u}
is totallyorderedby <1;
(3) <2 is a directedpartial orderon V withno last element;
(4) R is a functionfromU to V, whichis strictlyorderpreserving.
The definitionhere is slightlymoregeneralthan in [9]. There the levels
wererequiredto be linearlyordered.Also what we have called a "leveltree"
is simplycalled a "tree"in [9]. A branchb of a leveltreeis a maximallinearly
orderedsubset of U such that {R(t): t E b} is unboundedin V. We will refer
to U as the tree and V as the levels. For t E U the level of t is R(t).
A tuple of formulas(whichmay use parametersfromM),
(X1(X),

02(X)

, 01(X, Y), +2 (x, Y), P (X, Y, Z)),

definesa level tree in a model M if
(01 (M) U 02 (M); q1(M), q2(M), 4'(x, Y)M ,2

(X, Y)M, P(X Y,z) M)

in extendingthe treatmentto all level
is a level tree. (There is no difficulty
trees,whichare definableby the use of equivalencerelations.)
Given the definitionof a level tree,we now definean extensionof firstorderlogic by adding second-ordervariables (to range over branchesof level
trees) and a quantifier QBrch such that
QBrchb(ol (x), 02 (X), 01 (X, Y), p2(X, Y), P(X, y, z)) E)(b).

This says that if (q1l(x),q2(x), 4'1(X,
y),4'2(x,y),p(x, y,z)) definesa level tree,
thenthereis a branchb of the level tree such that 6(b) holds.
In [9] it is shownthat (a first-order
versionof) this logic was compact.
This is the firstlanguage to be shown (in ZFC) to be fullycompact and
strongerthan first-order
logic forcountablestructures.In [9] the models are
obtainedat successorsof regularcardinals.
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everyconsisTHEOREM 3.4. The logicL(QBrch) is compact.Furthermore
tenttheoryT has a modelin all uncountablecardinalsK > ITI.
Proof. By expanding the language, we can assume that any model of T
admits elimination of quantifiers. (I.e., add new relations foreach formulaand
the appropriate definingaxioms.)
For each finite S C T choose a model Ms of S. For each S choose a
cardinal ,u so that Ms E H(,u). Let Ns be the model (H(tt+), Ms, E), where
Ms is the interpretationof a new unary predicate P and the language of Ns
includes the language of T (with the correct restrictionto MS). By expanding
the structure Ns, we can assume that the theory Ts of Ns satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 3.3. Furthermore we note that Ts satisfies two additional
properties. If a formuladefines a branch in a definable level tree contained in
the domain of P, then this branch is an element of the model Ns. As well Ns
satisfies the property that P(Ns) is a model of S.
Now let D be an ultrafilteron the finite subsets of T such that, for all
finite S, {S1: S C Si} E D. Finally let T1 be the (first-order) theory
of H Ns/D. If N is any model of T1, then for any sentence q e T, N satisfies
"P(N) satisfies q". If we can arrange that the only branches of an L(QBrch)definable (in the language of T) level tree of P(N) are first-orderdefinable in
N, then P(N) satisfyingan L(QBrch)-formulawill be the same in N and the
real world. Before constructing this model, let us note that our task is a bit
easier than it might seem.
CLAIM 3.5. Suppose thatN is a modelof T1 and everybranchof a first-

orderdefinable(in thelanguageof T) leveltreeof P(N) is first-order
definable
in N. Then everybranchof an L(QBrch)-definable
(in thelanguageof T) level
treeof P(N) is first-order
definablein N.
Proof of the claim. Since we have quantifierelimination,we can prove
by induction on the construction of formulas that satisfaction is the same in
N and the real world, and so the quantifier elimination holds for P(N). In
D
other words, any L(QBrch)-definable level tree is first-orderdefinable.
It remains to do the construction and prove that it works. To begin let
No be any model of T1 of cardinality a. Let ,t < i be any regular cardinal.
We will construct an increasing elementary chain of models Na for a < itt
by induction. At limit ordinals we will take unions. If N, has been defined,
let N+l = Na(aa), where a, is as guaranteed by Lemma 3.3. Now let N =
Ua<I

Na.

SUBCLAIM 3.6. Suppose thatX is any subset of N that is definableby

parameters.Then,for all a, X n Na is definablein Na.
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Proof of thesubclaim. Suppose not and let / be the least ordinalgreater
than a so that XnNO is definablein No. Such an ordinalmustexist,sincefor
sufficiently
large 3 the parametersnecessaryto defineX are in NO. Similarly
thereis a -osuchthat / = -o+ 1. Since No is the Skolemhullof N? Uf{a?}, there
are b E N? and a formulaq(x, -,z) so that X f NN is definedby q(x, b,a,).
of the type of a? over N? thereis a formula b(x,y)
But by the definability
so that,forall a, c-E N-, No l= ? (a, c) if and onlyif 4(a, c, a,). Hence O(x, b)
definesX n N- in No.
It remainsto see that everybranchof a definablelevel tree is definable.
Suppose that (A; U, V,<1, <2, R) is a definablelevel tree. Without loss of
generalitywe can assume it is definableover the empty set. Let B be a
branch. For any a < /tthereis a c E V so that, forall d E Vfl Na, d <2 C.
Since the levelsof B are unboundedin V, B n Na, is not cofinalin B. Hence
thereis a b E B so that BnNtC
{a E U: a <1 b}. By the subclaim,BnNa
is definablein Na.
Since ,uhas uncountablecofinality,
by Fodor's lemma thereis an a <
so that, forunboundedlymany (and hence all) -o < ,u, BnNfN is definable
by a formulawithparametersfromNa. Fix a formulaq(x) with parameters
fromNa, whichdefinesB n Na. Then q(x) definesB. To see this consider
any -y< a and a formulaOb(x)withparametersfromNa, whichdefineB f NN.
Since the No satisfy"forall x, 4(x) if and only if b(x)" and since Na < N-,
q$(x) also definesB nNN .
Remark. The compactnessresultabove is optimalas faras thecardinality
of the modelis concerned.Anycountableleveltreehas a branch,and so there
to an Aronszajntree. By the
is no countablemodelthat is L(QBrch)-equivalent
famoustheoremof Lindstrom[4],this resultis the best that can be obtained
forany logic, since any compact logic,whichis at least as powerfulas firstorderlogicand has countablemodelsforall sentences,is in factthe first-order
logic. The existenceof a compact logic,such that everyconsistentcountable
theoryhas a model in all uncountablecardinals,was firstprovedby Shelah
logic is compact if we add a quantifierQcf,
[11],who showedthat first-order
which says of a linear order that its cofinalityis w. (Lindstrom'stheorem
and the logic L(Qcf) are also discussed in [1].) The logic L(QBrch) has the
logic even forcountablemodels
advantageof being strongerthan first-order
(cf. [9]).
Notice in the proofabove that in any definablelevel treethe directedset
of the levelshas cofinality
,t. Since we can obtain any uncountablecofinality,
thisis also the best possibleresult.Also in the theoremabove we can demand
just n > ITI + R1.
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4. The models
For the purposesof thissectionlet T and T1 be theories,as definedabove
in Theorems 3.1 or 3.2 (for Boolean algebras or orderedfields). Here we
willbuild modelsof our theoryT1. The cases of Boolean algebrasand ordered
fieldsare similar,but thereare enoughdifferences
that theyhave to be treated
separately.We shall deal withBoolean algebrasfirst.
We wantto approximatethe goal of havingeveryautomorphismof every
definableatomic Boolean algebra in the domain of P be definable. In this
sectionwe will findthat theyare definablein a weak sense. In orderto spare
ourselvessomenotationalcomplicationswe willmakea simplifying
assumption
and provea weakerresult.It should be apparentat the end how to provethe
same resultforeverydefinableatomic Boolean algebra in the domainof P.
Assumption.T is the theoryof an atomic Boolean algebra on P with
some additionalstructure.
THEOREM 4.1. Thereis a modelX of T1 so thatif B = P(e) and f is
any automorphism
of B as a Boolean algebra,thenthereis a pseudofiniteset
c such thatfor any atom b E B, f (b) is definablefromb and elementsof c.

Proof. We willuse the notationfromthe Black Box. In particularwe will
use an orderedset of urelementsof ordertype A. We can assume that p, is
largerthan the cardinalityof the language(includingthe constants).We shall
build a chain of structures(4il: s < A) such that the universeof 4e will be
an ordinal< A and the universeof X = U,<Ae4 will be A (we can specifyin a
definableway what the universeof 4e is, e.g., ,u(1+ a) is alright).We choose
4do
by inductionon ?. Let BE = P(4). We willview the (Ma, ij) E W in the
Black Box as predictinga sequence of models of T1 and an automorphismof
the Boolean algebra. (See the followingparagraphsformoredetails on what
we mean by predicting.)
The constructionwill be done so that if ? f S and ? < (, then 4d -<
i.
(We will make furtherdemands later.) The model X will be U,<A4d. When
we are done, if f is an automorphismof the Boolean algebra, then we can
choose (Ma ,r) E W to code, in a definableway, f and the sequence (4d:
c < A).
The limitstages of the constructionare determined.The successorstage
when ? V S is simple. We construct4+i so that 4e -i t+j, 4+i is 9saturatedand thereis a pseudofiniteset in 4+i, whichcontains4l. By the
constructionof the theoryT1 thereis c, a pseudofiniteset, whichcontains4dd
is definableoverthe emptyset. Hence 4d -<p
such that the type of c over 4dd
is t+i, whichis 0-saturatedso that 4t(c) -<X
2.5
there
4(c). By Proposition
t+i. Finally,bytransitivity
(Proposition
2.3), 4dd
-< 46+1
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The difficultcase occurs when ? E S; rename ? by 6. Consider a so
that ((a) = 6. We are interestedmainlyin a's whichsatisfy:

(*)

The model MO' "thinks"it is of the form(H(p), E, <, X) and, by our
coding,yields (or predicts)a sequence of structures(0,: v < A)
and a functionfcgfrom D = U,<A0 to itself. (Of course all the
urelementsin M a n A will have ordertype less than 6.)

At the momentwe will onlyneed to use the functionpredictedby Ma.
We willsay an obstructionoccursat a if ((*) holdsand) we can makethe
choices: If possible,choose Na C ea so that Na C Mo of cardinality
following
less than0, and a sequenceof atoms (ar: i E 06) so that (naturallyaia E Ma,1)
is not
OX/q- does not split over Na and aa E [y i, Y+i) and so that f(a()
definableover a and parametersfrom y. At ordinalswherean obstruction
occurswe will take action to stop the fa fromextendingto an automorphism
of B - B`.
Notice that the Na are containedin Mo C Ma.
Suppose that an obstructionoccursat a. Let Xa be the set of finitejoins
of the {a,: i E C04. In the obvious way,Xa can be identifiedwiththe set of
finitesubsetsofYa = {a,: i E C6}. Fix Ua as an ultrafilter
on Xa so that,for
all x E Xa, {y E Xa: x C y} E Ua. Now defineby inductionon Ob(6) = { a:
((a) = 6 and an obstructionoccurs at a} an elementXa so that Xa realizes
the Ua averagetype of Xa over e6 U {xa: ,3 E Ob(6),/3 < a}. Then e6+1 is
the Skolemhull of e6 U {Xa: a E Ob(6)}.
We now wantto verifythe inductivehypothesisand givea strongerproperty,whichwe will use later in the proof.The keyis the followingclaim:
CLAIM 4.2. Suppose that ao, ... an-1 E Ob(6). Then, for all but a
boundedset of -Y < 6, (Uk<n Yak)/ty
does not split over Uk<n Nak U
Uk<n(eY n Yak).

Proof of the claim. Suppose that -yis large enough that, forall m
k < 'nivKim~j'
~xmYa
k,i) = 0, whenever -m, > -a (recall clause (c3)
I ) n YakI
of the Black Box). It is enough to show by inductionon 'y< a < 6 that
(Uk<n Yak) n eo has the desired property. For a = -ythere is nothingto
prove. In the inductiveproofwe only need to look at a place wherethe set
increases. By the hypothesison -ywe can suppose the result is true up to
a
and tryto prove the resultfora =aY- j i (since newelements
a=
are
added only in these intervals). The new elementadded is arak. Denote this
elementby a. By hypothesis,a/sdoes not split over Nak and so also not
%0ka

overUk<n Nak U Uk<n((fYn Yak). Now we can apply the inductionhypothesis
and Proposition2.3.
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Notice that the Xa are containedin the definableclosureof Ya and vice
versa. Consequentlywe also have (Uk<n Xak)/Xt not splittingoverUk<nNak U

thatif
theinduction
hypothesis
verify
Uk<n(4t n Yak)- We can immediately
-y< 6, -y? S, then ? -<6 t+i. It is enoughto verifyforao, . . ., an-, and
large 3 that (Xa0,... , Xan-)/e~ does not split over Uk<nNak U
sufficiently

(a set of size < 0). But this sequence realizes the ultrafilter
[1
of
average Xa0 X ... X Xan l. Hence we are done by Proposition2.2.
Uk<n(et/3nyr
nk)

This completesthe construction. Before-continuingwith the proof of
Theorem4.1, noticethat we claim the following:
CLAIM4.3. (1) For all a E Ob(6) and D C Ce+1, if IDI < 0 then,for all
buta boundedset of i < 0, D/IC!+ does not splitover t- U {a }. Moreover,
for all but a boundedset of i < 0, D/I?+ does not split over a subset of
- U {af} of size <90
(2) For everysubsetD of (t6+1of cardinality< 0 thereare a subsetw of
Ob(6) of cardinality< 0 -anda subsetZ of C6 of cardinality< 0 such that
thetypeof D overT6 doesnotsplitoverZ U UjEwY;.
(3) In (2), for everylarge enoughi, for everya E w the typeof D over
j E w} U {aa,i}.
C + does not splitover Z U U{yjn
(4) In (2) and (3) allow D C

C.

E

We now have to verifythat C has the desiredproperties.Assumethat f
claim holds:
ofB - B`. We mustshowthat the following
is an automorphism
CLAIM4.4. Thereis a -yso that,for all atoms a, f(a) is definablewith
parametersfromCy and a.
Proof of theclaim. Assumethat f is a counterexample.For everya ? S
choosean atom a-, whichwitnessesthe claim is falsewithrespectto Ha. Since
{6 < A: 6 V S, cf6 > 9} is stationary,thereis a set N of cardinalityless than
0 so that,fora stationaryset of -y,a,/4 does not splitoverN. In fact(since
(for all a < A)a9 < A as A = ,t+, ,yz = iA),forall but a bounded set of
-ywe can use the same N. Let X code the sequence (Ca: - < A) and the
functionf. Then, by the previousdiscussion,(H(p), E, <, X) satisfies"there
existsan N C X so that INI < 0 and, forall but a bounded set of ordinalsoy,
thereis an atom z so that z/C, does not split overN". Choose a so that
Moa --mfRnA
(H(p), A)E<) X).

It is now easy to verifythat an obstructionoccursat a. Let 6 = ((a). In
of f. We use the notationof the construction.
this case, fa is the restriction
By the constructionthereis D -CCb+1,IDI < 0 such that the type of f(aa)
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over e6+1 does not split over D. Apply Claim 4.3 above, parts (2) and (3),
and get Z, w and i* < 0 (the i* is just explicatingthe "foreverylarge enough
j E w}; thusforevery
i to" foreveryi E [i*,0)"). Let D* = Z U U{Yj n cl
i E [i*,
I) we have
(1) f(a,)/e6+i does not forkoverD(C e6+1);
(2) D/le?+ does not split overD* U ai;
a,i
(3) D* U aai C e~ C e^+1.
By the basic propertiesof nonsplitting,f(Xa)/?+ does not split over D* U
{ai}. And note that we have: D* U Na C Be- and ID* U NaoI< 0, wherethe
Notcome fromthe construction.
forall ordinalsr E Mia n A
An importantpointis that,by elementariness
and atoms a E Mi', thereis an ordinal: so that r < 3 E Mi nA, a E Bo,
ofBo. Choose
ezois 0-saturated(just take cf/3> 0) and f is an automorphism
such a 3 E Mi+1 withrespectto a? and i
Since f(a? ) is not definablefroma? and parametersfromHa- and since
As is 0-saturated,there is a b 4 f(a? ) realizingthe same type over D* U
{a? } U {f(aja): j < i} with b E Bo. Now forany atom c E Bo we have (by
the definitionof xA) c < xc if and only if c = aj forsome j < i. Since this
propertyis preservedby f, we have f(a? ) < f(xc) and b f f(xc). However
B3< PYi and f(xc)/?+ does not split over {a? } U D*. So we have arrivedat
D
a contradiction.
In theproofabove, ifwe take 0 to be uncountable,thenwe can strengthen
the theorem(althoughwe will not have any currentuse forthe strongerform).
THEOREM 4.5. In the theoremabove,if 0 is uncountable,thenthereare

a finiteset of formulasL' and a pseudofiniteset c so that,for everyatom
b E B, f(b) is L'-definableover {b} U c.
Proof. The argumentso far has constructeda model in which every
automorphismof B is pointwisedefinableon the atoms over some C, (i.e.,
foreveryatom b E B, f(b) is definablefromb and parametersfrom ). In
of the modelwe have everyT4 containedin some pseudofinite
the construction
set, so we have come a long way towardour goal. To prove the theoremit
remainsto showthat we can restrictourselvesto a finitesublanguage. (Since
of the constantswill be containedin t1, we can ignore
all the interpretations
so
that
f and f 1 are pointwisedefinableoverHa. Let c be
them.) Choose C,
a pseudofiniteset containingAt. We can assume that f permutesthe atoms
of Be.
Let the language L be the union of an increasingchain of finitesublanguages (Ln: n < w). Assume by way of contradictionthat, for all n,
set (and hence
f is not pointwisedefinableon the atomsoverany pseudofinite
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not over any 4a) usingformulasfromLn. Choose a sequence dn of atoms so
that, forall n, en = f (dn) is not Ln-definableover {dn} U c and both dn+1
and en+, are not definableover {dk: k < n} U {ek: k < n} U c. Furthermore
dn+1should not be Ln-definableover {dk: k < n} U c. The choice of dn is
possible by hypothesis,since only a pseudofiniteset of possibilitieshas been
eliminatedfromthe choice.
over aU {c}
Let d and e realizethe averagetype(modulosomeultrafilter)
of {(dk: k < n), (ek: k < n): n < w}. These are pseudofinitesequences,
whichhave (dn: n < w) and (en: n < w) as initialsegments.Say that d = (di:
i < n*) forsome nonstandardnaturalnumbernW.Now let x E B be thejoin of
{ di: i < n*}. (This join exists,since d is a pseudofinitesequence.) For every
over{di} U (t and
i < n*thereis a (standard)ni so that f (di) is Lni-definable
over {f (di)} U Go. Since X is 0-saturated,the coinitiality
di is Lni-definable
of n* \ w is greaterthan w. There is thus some n such that {i: ni = n} is
coinitial. (Notice that, fornonstandardi, thereis no connectionbetweenei
and f (di).)
Choose k so that the formulasin Ln have at most k freevariables. Let Z
be the set of subsetsY of c of size k so that,forall i < n*, neitherdi nor ei is
Ln-definablefromY U {dj, ej: j < i}. By the choice of d and e everysubset
of C, of size k is an elementof Z.
Considerw > m > n + 1. We claim thereis no atom y < f (x) such that
dmand y are Ln-interdefinable
overelementsof Z. Suppose that thereis one
and y = f(di). Then i is nonstandard,since by the choice of Z, y ? ej for
all j. Since di is definablefrom{f (di)} U c, it is definablefrom{dm} U c. This
contradictsthe choice of the sequence. We can finallyget our contradiction.
For i < n* we have i < w if and onlyif forall j > n + 1, the followingholds:
overelements
thereis an atom y < f (x) so that dj and y are Ln-interdefinable

of Z impliesi < j.

[

We will want to worka bit harderand show that the automorphismsin
model
the
above are actually definableon a large set. To this end we prove
lemma.
an easy graph-theoretic
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose thatG is a graphand thereis 0 < k < w so that
the valence of each vertexis at mostk. Then thereis a partitionof (the set
of nodes of) G into k2 pieces AO, . . . ,Ak21 such that,for any i and any
node v, v is adjacent to at most one elementof Ai. Furthermore,
if A is
an uncountablecardinal,then each Ai can be chosen to meet any A sets of
cardinalityA.

Proof. ApplyZorn'slemmato get a sequence (Ao, ... , Ak2-1)of pairwisedisjointsets of nodes suchthat,fori < k2and node v, v is adjacent to at most
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one memberof Ai and Ui<k2Ai maximal [underthose constraints].Suppose
that thereis a v, whichis not in any of the Ai. Since v is not in any of the Ai,
foreach i thereare ui adjacent to v and wi #ui adjacent to v so that wi E Ai.
If no such ui, wi existed,we could extendthe partitionby addingv to Ai. But
as the valencyof everyvertexof G is < k, thereare at most k(k - 1) < k
such pairs.
As forthe second statement,since the valence is finite,everyconnected
componentis countable. Hence we can partitionthe connectedcomponents
and then put them togetherto get a partitionmeetingeveryone of the A
n
sets.
Actually forinfinitegraphs we can get a sharperbound. Given G we
forman associated graphby joiningverticesif theyhave a commonneighbor.
This givesa graph,whose valenceis at most k2- k. We want to vertex-color
in
this new graph. Obviously(see the proofabove) it can be vertex-colored
k2+ 1 - k colors. In fact,by a theoremof Brooks ([5],Thm.6.5.1), the result
can be sharpenedfurther.In our workwe will onlyneed that the coloringbe
finite,so these sharpeningsneed not concernus.
We will want to formin X a graph,whose verticesare the atoms of B
bound so that any atom b is adjacent to f (b). This is easy
witha pseudofinite
of f (b) from{b} U c use onlya finite
to do in the case whereall the definitions
when
cf0 may be w) we have to cover
sublanguage. In the generalcase (i.e.,
the possibledefinitions
by a pseudofiniteset.
LEMMA 4.7. Continuewiththe notationof theproof. Then thereare a

pseudofiniteset D, a pseudofinitenaturalnumberk* and a set of tuplesZ of
lengthat most k* so thatfor everyformulaq(xt,-) thereis d C D, such that
for all -aE c and b E B, the tuple(d, a, b) E Z if and onlyif (aQ,b).
the lemmajust says that a certaintypeis
Proof. Since X is N0-saturated,
consistent.Now B C C, and X satisfiesthe separationschemeforall formulas
(not just those of set theory). Hence, forany formulaq, {(a, b): -a E c, b E
D
B and q(a, b)} existsin A.
Fix such sets D and Z forc. Say that an atom a is D, Z-definablefrom
b overc if thereare d E D and a tuple (perhapsof nonstandardlength)x E c
so that a is the unique atom of B such that (d, x,b,a) E Z. We say that a
over c if a is D, Z-definablefromb over c and
and b are D, Z-interdefinable
b is D, Z-definablefroma over c. Notice (and this is the contentof the last
lemma) that if a is definablefrom6 over c, then it is D, Z-definablefromb
overc.
We continuenowwiththe notationof the theoremand the modelwe have
built. Suppose that f is an automorphism,whichis pointwisedefinableover
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a pseudofinite
set c. Definethe c-graphto be the graphwhoseverticesare the
over c.
atoms of B, wherea, b are adjacent if a and b are D, Z-interdefinable
this is a graphwhose valencyis bounded
Since D, k* and c are pseudofinite,
by some pseudofinitenumber. So in X we will be able to apply Lemma 4.6.
We will say that (Ai: i < n*) is a good partitionof the c-graphif it is an
elementof C, whichpartitionsthe atoms of B into a pseudofinitenumberof
pieces and, forany i and any a, a is adjacent to at mostone elementof Ai. If
(Ai: i < n*) is a good partition,thenforall i, j let fij be the partialfunction
fromAi to Aj. Definethis by lettingfij(a) be the unique elementof Aj if
any so that a is adjacent to fij(a). Otherwiselet fij(a) be undefined.
We have provedthe followinglemma:
LEMMA 4.8. Use the notationabove. For all a E Ai thereis a uniquej
?
so that f (a) = fij (a)

The proofof the last lemma applies in a moregeneralsetting. Since we
will want to use it later,we will formulatea moregeneralresult.
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose thatC is an 10-saturatedmodelof an expansionof
ZFC-, whichsatisfiestheseparationschemefor all formulas.If A and B are
sets in X and f is a bijectionfromA to B such thatf and f 1 are pointwise
definableover some pseudofiniteset, then thereare (in T?) a partitionof A
intopseudofinitely
manysets (Ai: i < k*) and a pseudofinitecollection(fij:
i, j < k*) of partial one-to-onefunctionssuch that,for all i, the domain of
fij, is containedin Ai and, for all a E Ai, thereexistsj so thatfij(a) = f(a).
Moreover,if P in C is a familyof IAI (in V 's sense) subsetsof A of cardinality
IAj, thenfor everyi < k* and A* E P, it can be demandedthatIAin A'l = I
E1
(in Vs sense).
LEMMA 4.10. Use the notationand assumptionsabove. For any i < k*,

f [ Ai is definable.

Proof. For each -y< A suchthat7yV S and cf7y> 0 choosey. so that y. is
thejoin of a pseudofinite
set of atoms containedin Ai and containingAi n B-.
fromf (yy)
CLAIM 4.11. For all a E Ai, such thata < yy, f (a) is definable

and theset {fKj: j < n*}. In particularthisclaim applies to all a E Ai n B-.

Proof of theclaim. Firstnote that f(a) < f(y7), and so thereis a j such
that fij(a) < f(y7). Suppose that thereis a k ? j so that fi,k(a) < f(y7).
Choose a b E Ai (not neccessarilyin B.) so that f(b) = fi,k(a) (such a b must
exist, since everyatom below y. is in Ai). Since fi,k is a partial one-to-one
function,however,we have a = b. But f (a) = fij (a) # fi,k(a). This is a
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contradiction.Thus f [ (Ai n B.) is definedby "b = f(a) if thereexists a
g {fij: j < n*} so that b = g(a) and g(a) < f(y)".
Choose N. of cardinality< 0 so the typeof f(y7), (fij: j < n*)/IC does
not split over No. Notice that f [ (Ai n B.) is definableas a disjunctionof
types over N., namelythe types satisfiedby the pair (a, f(a)). By Fodor's
lemma and cardinal arithmetic,thereare an N and a stationaryset, where
as a disjunctionof typescoincide.
all of the N. = N and all of the definitions
Hence we have f [ Ai definedas a disjunctionof types over a, N, set of
to definability
by a
cardinality< 0. We now want to improvethe definability
formula.We show that, forall Py,f [ (Ai n B.) is definedby a formulawith
parametersfromN. This will suffice,since some choice of parametersand
formulawill workforunboundedlymany (and hence all) -y.
Suppose that f [ (Ai n B.) is not definableby a formulawithparameters
fromN. Considerthe followingtypein variablesX1, X2, Z1, Z2:
C

{X(X1,X2) if and onlyif q(zl, Z2): 0 a formulawithparameters
fromN} U {x1, Zi < ye} U {f?,(X1,X2), `0b(Z1,Z2)},
where0,(u,v) is a formulasaying "thereexistsg E {fi~j: j < n*}
so that u = g(v) and g(u) < f (ye)".
This type is consistent,because by hypothesisit is finitelysatisfiablein Ai n
is 0-saturated,there are ai, a2, bl,b2 realizingthis type. Since
Be. As
a,, b1< Yy, $(al, a2) impliesthat f(a,) = a2 and, similarly,--io(bl,b2) implies
that f(b1) 1 b2. On the other hand, ai, a2 and b1,b2 realize the same type
overN. This contradictsthe choiceof N and finishesthe proofofLemma 4.10
and Theorem4.1.
[
X

we obtainabove is something,but what we reallywantis
The information
of everydefinableBoolean
on everyautomorphism
a definablility
requirement
algebra. It is easy to modifythe proof so that we can get the strongerresult. Namely,in the applicationof the Black Box, we attemptto predictthe
of a definableBoolean algebra in the scope of P as well as the condefinition
structionof the model and an automorphism.With this change the proof
goes as before.So the followingstrongertheoremis true:
X

THEOREM 4.12. Thereis a model of T1 so thatif B C P(Q) is a definX

able atomic Boolean algebraand f is any automorphismof B (as a Boolean
algebra), then thereis a pseudofiniteset c such that,for any atom b B,
[
f(b) is definablefrom{b} U c.
C

As before,if 0 is taken to be uncountable,then we can find a finite
sublanguageto use forall of the definitions.
The proof of the analogue of Theorem 4.1 for ordered fieldsis quite
similar.Let T1 denotethe theoryconstructedin Theorem3.2.
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THEOREM 4.13. There is a modelX of T1 so thatif F1,F2 C P(Q) are

definableorderedfieldsand f is any isomorphism
fromF1 to F2, thenthereis
a pseudofinite
set c so that,for all b E F1, f (b) is definablefrom{b} U c.

Proof. To simplifythe proofwe will assume that F = P(Q) is an ordered
fieldand f is an automorphismof F. The constructionis similarto the one
forBoolean algebras, althoughwe will distinguishbetweenthe case where
0 = w and the case in which0 is uncountable. We will need to take a little
more care in the case of uncountablecofinalities. The difference
between
the case of orderedfields(dealt with now) and Boolean algebras occurs at
stages 6 E S. Again we predictthe sequence of structures(hi: i < A) and an
automorphismfO of the orderedfieldF. We say that an obstructionoccurs
at a if we can make the choices below. (The intuitionbehind the definition
of an obstructionis that thereare infinitesimals
of arbitrarilyhighorderfor
whichthe automorphism
is not definable.)There are twocases, the one where
0 = w and the second where0 is uncountable.
Since it is somewhatsimpler,we will considerthe firstcase where0 = W.
Suppose that an obstructionoccursat a. By thiswe mean that we can choose
No E MO such that, foreach i < w, we can choose a?' E [kyo,
iY+j) so that
a?
does
not
over
the
the
split
a?'
make
same
cut in Fr- as
>
No,
0,
ai'/(
o does and f(a0) is not definableoveraa and parametersfrom Then we let xi = Zj<i a?. We choose xa so that theyrealizethe average
typeoversome nonprincipalultrafilter
of {x?: i < w}. As before,we can show
that both the inductivehypothesisand Claim 4.3 are satisfied.Notice in the
construction
that f,(x?) is not definableover{a?} U f-, sincex? = xa 1+aa
and f (xfi) = f (x? 1) + f (a) (here we conventionally
let xi = 0 when it is
undefined)and each Mi' is closed under for Notice as well that, forall i,
x? < x, and the xi and xa make the same cut in ty+.
whichis not pointwisedefinable
Suppose nowthat f is an automorphism,
overany B. Since F is an orderedfield,this is equivalentto sayingthat f is
not definableon any interval.Also, since C, is containedin a pseudofinite
set
(in t), thereis a positiveinterval,whichmakesthe same cut in the pseudofinite
set (and hencein F,,) that 0 does. We can thuschoosethe a? in thisintervalso
that f (ay) is not definableoverC, U {a,}. Arguingas before,we can finda set
N C (l of cardinalityless than 0 suchthat,forall but boundedlymany ty,
the
a? can be chosenso that a1/t does not split overN. Still arguingas before,
we get an ordinalarsuchthat an obstructionoccursat oa. Considernow f (x,),
i and a finiteset N, C (ty- so that f (x,)/a+ does not split overN, U {a?}.
Since f (xi>) is not definableover {a?} U otia thereis a b > f (x), b E Fog,
which realizes the same type over N, U {ai}.
(Otherwisef (x) would be
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the rightmostelement satisfyingsome formula with parameters in this set.)

Howeverf (xi) < f(x) < b, contradicting
the choiceof Not

We now consider the second case where 0 is uncountable. Here we have
to do something differentat the limit ordinals i. If i is a limit ordinal, we
choose x? ? ['i), -+j) n mit to realize the average type of the {xi: j < i}.
For the successor case we let xc' = x? + a?+i (where the aj are chosen as
before). In this construction,forall -yand all i, x/C, does not split over Not
U
{xq: -y < -}. This is enough to verifythe inductive hypothesis and Claim
4.3 if we restrictthe statement to a successor ordinal i. The rest of the proof
Ii
can be finishedas above.
To apply the theorem we explicate the explanation in the preliminaries.

Observation4.14. For proving the compactness of L(Qof)
etc.), we only have to do the following:

(**)

(or L(QBA),

Let T be a first-ordertheoryT and let P and R be unary predicates.
Then for every model M of T and an automorphism f of a definable ordinal field (or Boolean algebra, etc.) c PM definable (with
parameter), for some c E M, R(x, y, c) defines f.

Further, T has a model M* such that every automorphism f of a definable
ordered field (or Boolean algebra, etc.) c PM is defined in M* by R(x, y, c)
for some c E M.
Assume (**) and let To be a given theory in the stronger logic; without
loss of generality,all formulasare equivalent to relations. For simplicityignore
function symbols.
For every model M let M' be the model with the universe IMI U
{f : f a partial function from IMI to IMI}, and let the relations be those
of M, pM' = MI, RM' = {(f,a,b) : a,b E M, f a partial function from
IMI to IMI and f(a) = b}. There is a parallel definitionof T' from T and,
if we intersect with first-orderlogic, we get a theory to which it sufficesto
apply (**). This proves the observation.
5. Augmented

Boolean

algebras

For Boolean algebras we do not have the full result we would like, but we
can definethe notion of augmented Boolean algebras and then prove the compactness theorem for quantification over automorphisms of these structures.

Definition.An augmentedBoolean algebrais a structure(B, <, I, P) in

which (B, <) is an atomic Boolean algebra; I is an ideal of B containing all
the atoms; P C B, JPJ> 1, for x f y E P the symmetricdifferenceof x and
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y thereis a z E P such that eitherx < z
y is not in I; and forall atoms x A&
and y % z or vice versa.
Notice that if we knowthe restrictionof an automorphismf of an augmentedBoolean algebra to P then we can recoverf. Since forany atom x,
f(x) is the unique z, such that forall y E P, z < f(y) if and only if x < y
and the action of f on the atoms determinesits action on the whole Boolean
algebra.
Let QAug be the quantifier, whose interpretation "QAugf (Bi IB2) ..
holds if thereis an isomorphismf of the augmentedBoolean algebrasB1, B2
so that ....
THEOREM 5.1. The logicL(QAUg) is compact.

Proof. By Theorem3.1 (and Lemma 4.9) it is enoughto show that if T
is a theorysayingthat everyautomorphismof a definableBoolean algebra
C P is definableby a fixedformulaand T1 and X are as above, then every
automorphismf of a definableaugmentedBoolean algebra (B, <, I, P) of
P(E) is definable.We workforthe momentin (. First note that I contains
the pseudofinite
sets,so X thinksthat the cardinalityof B is some pu*and, for
of x and y containsp* atoms (since
everyx, y E P, the symmetricdifference
u*
thinks
that
B
is
saturated).
X
So by Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 we can finda set of atoms A such that f [ A
is definableand, foreveryx and y, A containssome elementin the symmetric
difference.
Now we can definef(y) as the unique z E B so that, forall a E A,
a < y if and onlyif f(a) < z. Clearlyf(y) has this property.Suppose forthe
momentthat thereis some z $ f(y) that also has this property.Since f is an
automorphism,thereis an x E P such that f(x) = z. Now choose a E A in
of x and y. Then f(a) is in exactlyone of f(y) and
the symmetricdifference
I
fix).
6. Ordered fields
Here we will prove the compactnessof the quantifierQof. Let Qof be
the quantifier,whose interpretation"Qoff (F1, F2) ... " holds if there is an
isomorphismf of the orderedfieldsF1,F2 so that .... We will use various
factsabout dense linearorders.A subsetof a dense linearorderis somewhere
dense if it is dense in some nonemptyopen interval.A subset, whichis not
somewheredense,is nowheredense. The firstfewpropertiesare standardand
sets is nowhere
followeasilyfromthe factthat a finiteunionof nowhere-dense
dense.
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PROPOSITION 6.1. If a somewhere-dense set is divided into finitelymany

pieces, one of thepieces is somewheredense.

C]

PROPOSITION 6.2. If {fk: k E K} is a finite set of partial functions
defined on a somewhere-dense set A, then there is a somewhere-dense subset
A' C A so that either each fk is total on A' or no element of the domain of
fk is in A'.
LI

We can definean equivalencerelationon functionsto a linearlyordered
set by f _ g if,foreverynonemptyopen intervalI, the symmetricdifference
of f-1(I) and g-1(I) is nowheredense.
PROPOSITION 6.3. Suppose that F is a finite collection of functionsfrom
a somewhere-dense set A to a linearly ordered set. Then there are 1;, a collection of disjoint intervals (not necessarily open), and a somewhere-dense set
A' C A so that, for all f, g E F, either f [ A' _ g [ A' or there are disjoint
intervals I, J E I, such f (A') C I and g(A') C J.

Proof. The proofis by inductionon the cardinalityof F. Suppose that
F = g U {g}, J is a set of intervalsand A" C A is a somewhere-dense
set
the conclusionof the theoremwithrespectto g. If thereare some
satisfying
subset of A" such that f [ A"'- g [ A"',
f E 5 and A"', a somewhere-dense
A' C A"' suchthat,forall I E J, we
thenwe can choosea somewhere-dense
have (f [ A')-1(I) = (g [ A')-1(I). Then A' and J are as requiredin the
theorem.We can thus assume that no such f and A"' exist.
of g and let
Let {fo, ... , f2n}
enumeratea set of _ class representatives
C
where
for
forall
{Jo,
JX=
...,Jn},
fk(A") Jk
k(so
e< m<n, JenJm= 0).
By inductionon k we willdefinea descendingsequenceAk of somewhere-dense
subsets of A" and intervalsIk C Jkwith the propertythat fk(Ak) C Ik and
g(Ak) is disjointfromIk. Let A-1 = A". Considerany k and suppose that
Ak-1 has been defined. If possible, choose an intervalJk C Jk so that the
of (g [ Ak_1)-1(Jk)and (fk [ Ak-1)-1(Jk) is somewhere
symmetricdifference
dense. There are two possibilities. If (fk [ Ak-l)-1(Jk) \ (9 [ Ak_1) 1(Jk)
is somewheredense, then let Ak = (fk [ Ak)_1(Jk) \ (g [ Akl1)-l(Jk) and
let Ik = Jk. Otherwisewe can choose Ik as a subintervalof Jk\ Jk and Ak as
a somewhere-dense
subset of (g [ Ak)_1(Jk) so that fk(Ak) C Ik. If there
wereno respective
g9 [ Ak-i, contrary
Jk,thenwe wouldhave k [ Akto our assumption. Given An and Io, ... , In7 we can choose An+1 C An
to be somewheredense and an intervalIn+, disjoint fromIk, for all k, so
that g(An+l) C In+,. Finallywe let A' = An+,n ffegf 1(Uk<nIk) and
I={IO7

C]

...In}

THEOREM6.4. The logicL(Qof) is compact.
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by Theorem3.2
Proof. We workin themodelX constructedbefore(suffice
(and Lemma 4.9)). Suppose we have two definableorderedfieldsF1 and F2
containedin P(t) and an isomorphismf betweenthem. Since f and f1
are locallydefinableover a pseudofiniteset, thereare (Ai: i < k*) and (fij:
i, j < k*), as in Lemma 4.9. Since X satisfiesthe factthat k* is finite,thereis
some i so that the Ai are somewheredense. Fix such an i and fornotational
ourselves
simplicitydrop the subscripti. Hence fj denotesfij. By restricting
to a somewhere-dense
subset (and perhaps eliminatingsome of the fj), we
can assume that each fj is a total function(we workin X to make this choice)
(use Proposition6.2). Again choosinga somewhere-dense
subset,we can find
set A and a collectionI of disjointintervalsof F2 so that
a somewhere-dense
the conclusionof Proposition6.3 is satisfied. Since each fj is a one-to-one
function,we can assume that all the intervalsin IT are open. Choose now an
intervalJ containedin F1 so that A is dense in J.
Next choose al < a2 e J and an intervalI E I so that f(a,), f(a2) E I.
To see that such objects exist,firstchoose any a, e A n J. There is a unique
intervalI E IT such that f(a,) E I. Choose b E I so that f(ai) < b and
let a2 be any elementof J n A such that a, < a2 < f1(b). Of course this
definition
of a, and a2 cannotbe made in X,but thetriple(a,, a2, I) existsin C.
Withoutloss of generalitywe can assume that A C (a,, a2) = J. Consider
now F = fj: fj(A) C I}. This is an equivalenceclass of functionsand, for
everya E A, thereis some g E F so that g(a) = f(a).
The crucial fact is that, forall b E J and g E F, B = {a E A: b <
a and g(a) < f(b)} is nowheredense. Assume not. Since F is an equivalence
set. But sinceF
class, forall h E F, {a E B: h(a) > f(b)} is a nowhere-dense
is a pseudofiniteset, {a E B: forsome h E F, h(a) > f(b)} is nowheredense.
So thereis some a E A such that b < a and, forall g E F, g(a) < f(b). This
gives a contradiction,since thereis some g such that f(a) = g(a). Similarly
{a E A: a < b and g(a) > f(b)} is nowheredense.
With this fact in hand we can definef on J by f(b) being the greatest
x. Hence, forall g E F, both {a E A: b < a and g(a) < x} and {a E A:
a < b and g(a) > x} are nowheredense. Since an isomorphismbetween
orderedfieldsis definableif and only if it is definableon an interval,we
D
are done provingthat the logic L(Qof) is compact.
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